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Labels (barcode ・ QR Code) can be printed with a free layout. Variety of data can be converted 
into barcode ・ QR code to print labels.  

 In conjunction with the various systems and equipment, we will continue to promote the FA 
(Factory Automation).  
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Zebra barcode label printer
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packing boxes
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Our system is operating at an automotive plant.  
<<Procedure>> 
1. A plate on the product is read by the barcode reader.  
2. The product is turned into an inspection device.  
3. If the test result is OK, the inspection device sends an OK  
   signal to PC through the sequencer.  
4. PC issues instructions to the barcode printer to print out 
   label.  
5. Barcode label, which is printed out, is affixed to the product.  
6. Delivery of product

Barcoding Labeling

PC

Our system is operating at a plant.  
<<Procedure>> 
1. A plate on the product is read by the barcode reader at the 
time of commencement of manufacturing.
2. Details appear on the display that manufacturing is in progress.  
3. The plates on the products are read by the barcode reader 
when shipment is approved after the manufacturing and packaging 
are completed.  
4. PC issues instructions to the barcode printer to print out labels
upon reading of the barcode in the process of shipping.  
5. Barcode labels that are printed out are affixed to the product 
boxes.  
6. Panel display indicates that the products have been shipped.  
7. Delivery of products.
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※Since the pre-printed 
labels are different from 
each product, multiple 
printers are installed.
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Contributing to the system of the future...


